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A REMARK ON THE THIRD COEFFICIENT OF

MEROMORPHIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

BY YOSHIHISA KUBOTA

1. Let G be a domain on the z-sphere containing the origin and let S(G)
denote the family of functions f{z) regular and univalent in G with expansion
at the origin

Let D be a domain on the ^-sphere containing the point at infinity and let
Σ '( ^) denote the family of functions f(z) meromorphic and univalent in D with
expansion at the point at infinity

/(*)=*+£:&„*-».

The following problem was considered by Schaeffer and Spencer [5]. Let
(S be the set of domains onto which E, the unit circle, is mapped by functions
belonging to S(E). For each domain G belonging to ® we write

an(G)= supjan\ (n = 2,3, ) .

Find the precise values

r»=inf an(G) (n = 2,3, )
Ge®

and
Γn= sup an{G) (n = 2,3, ) .

Schaeffer and Spencer showed that γn—an{E) and that if the Bieberbach con-
jecture is true, then Γn=4:n~1.

In this paper we consider a similar problem for meromorphic univalent
functions. Let © be the set of domains onto which E, the exterior of the unit
circle, is mapped by functions belonging to Σ ' (£) For each domain D belong-
ing to © we write

βn(D)= sup \bn\ ( n = l , 2 , •••).

Further we write
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λn=infβn(D) (n = l,2, )

and
Λn=$upβn(D) (n = l,2, ).

Let D be a domain belonging to © and let

w = l

be the function belonging to Σ'(£) which maps E onto iλ If

/( ) Σ
71=1

is a function belonging to Σ'C-̂ O, then there is a function

belonging to Σ'(£) such that f(z)=g*g-\z)9 and we have

b3~cB

Jrc1c1—c3—c1

2.

Hence it follows that/^ii=2, -42=4/3. Further we can prove by the same method
as in [5] that λ1=β1(E)=lf λ2=β2(E)=2/3 and λ3=βs(E)=l/2+e-6. The purpose
of this paper is to find the precise value Λ3. We shall prove the following

THEOREM.

Λ = ( l + O 2 « 2 . 1 1 1 ,

where τ is the root of ev+τ—3=0.

Since Σ7C^) is compact, there are extremal functions g(ζ) and g(ζ) belong-
ing to Σ'(£) such that gog'1 attains the value Λs. In § 2 we shall show by
using Jenkins General Coefficient Theorem that extremal functions g(ζ) and g(ζ)
are odd. In § 3 we shall prove by Lowner's method that if

and

are odd functions belonging to Σ'CE), then

and that equality is possible.
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2. The following two lemmas were given by Jenkins [1],

LEMMA 1. Let Q(z)dz2=eιφ(z2+a)dz2 be a quadratic differential on the z-
sphere and let

g*(Q = ζ+Έc*ζ-»
Λ = l

be a function belonging to Σ ' (£) which maps E onto a domain admissible with
respect to Q{z)dz2. Let

be a function belonging to Σ'CE) with cλ=cf. Then

Equality occurs only for g(ζ)=g*(ζ).

LEMMA 2. Let s, t and ψ be real parameters with O^f^l, — Vl— t 2+t cos'H

~1t and —π<φ^π. Then there is an odd function h(ζ: s,t, φ)
belonging to Σ ' (£) which maps E onto a domain admissible with respect to eί2ψ

(z2—4ie~t(pt)dz2 and which has the expansion at the point at infinity

A(C : 5, t, φ)

+isί(l+logθ]C"8+

By a similar argument as in [6, Chapter XIII] we can prove the following
lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let p, θ and φ be real parameters with 0<p<l, —π<θ^πf θ

=£-?-, — 5 - and —π<φ^π. Then there is an odd function g(ζ : p, θ, φ) belong-

ing to Σ 7 (^) which maps E onto a domain admissible with respect to ei2ψ{z2—

e~ιφa)dz2, a=2eiθ—(p+p~ι)e~ίθ and which has the expansion at the point at in-

finity

g(ζ: P, θ, ψ) = ζ+cfζ-1+cfζ-s+ - ,
where
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and

2eί2vcf+eί2<pcf2 -eι*acf = - c o s 20+ - i ± ^ - .

Here the logarithms have their principal values.

Proof. Let a be a complex number such that &eaΦQ. We consider the
quadratic differential

Q(w:a)dw2= w~~a dw\

Formal integration gives

—a \ 1 / 2 , 1 , w1/2—(w—

Since ^eα^O, lm{W(a)-W(0)} Φθ, and so there is a trajectory f of Q(w: a)dw2

having limiting end points at w=0 and the point at infinity. Let g be a func-
tion belonging to Σ(^) which maps E onto a domain bounded by an arc on γ
and not containing the origin. The function g is uniquely defined. We show
that le-^g(eι%2)21/2 is the desired function.

The function w=g(η) satisfies a differential equation of the form

(1)

where

and 0 < ^ < l , —π<θ^π, φ~—θ + nπ (n = 0 or 1). Since B0^0, we must take
n—\ and then

Setting

we have

Hence we obtain
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(2)
2b1-ab0 = - 2 cos 2θ+2(ρ+ —) .

Here we remark that p and θ are uniquely determined for a given a and that

^ ^ 2 ' "~2~'
Formal integration gives

Here the logarithms have their principal values and so W(a)=0, Z(—ρ~1e~~ιθ)=Q.
Since w=g(τj) satisfies (1) and ΎJ=- —ρ~λe~iθ corresponds to w = a by this func-
tion, therefore w=g(ή) satisfies the equation W—Z. As η tends to the point
at infinity

W= η—ί-α log V+b0—i-α+ -i-α log—-

+ -^α log(—1f^-^

Thus we obtain

where the logarithms have their principal values and k is an integer. The

function g depends on p, θ continuously in 0<ρ<l, —π<θ^π, βφ~^-f — γ >

and So b0 depends on p, θ continuously. Taking θ=0, we have

bo = 2+ιakπ, α = 2

Since \bo\^2, this is impossible unless k=0. Hence we have
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(3)

Now, setting w=eι<pz2, 7]=et<pζ2 and using (2), (3) we obtain the desired result.

We set

= {s+zef(l-logO: 0 < ί ^ l , -VΓ^ίM-ίcos^ί^s^VΪ^F-tcos" 1 *,

I-/) 2

LEMMA 4.

Proof. Set

Here we remark that
* l -2pe w +p« π-

2 < a Γ S l-p^ < 2
Then we have

lim Ψ(p, θ) = 1, lim F ( ^ ί) = - 1 , lim Ψ(p, θ)=±ι
Θ-+0 θ-*±π θ->±π/2

for 0<ρ<l. Further we have that Ψ(p,θ)-^eiθ as ρ^0, uniformly for O<|0|

<\,\<\θ\<π, and that Ψ(p,θ)-»eiθ-ι sin θ \og{(l-ei2θ)/2} =c(θ) as p-+l,

uniformly for 0< |0 | <-5-,-ϊ-< |0|<τr. In the case^-<^<τr we have

= log sin

and so we have, setting £=sin#,

c(θ)= -VΪ^
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Similarly in the other cases we have

Vl — t2—t cos 1t—ιt(l—\ogt) (t=—$inθ, — « -

— Vl — t2Jrt cos~1t—ιt(l—log 0 ( £ = —sin ^, —π<θ<—«-).

Hence it follows that { I d K l } — J i C Λ This implies that {\c1\<l}(zΔQyJΔ1.

We^can now prove that if g(ζ) and g(Q are extremal functions belonging
to Σ'CE) such that gog~\z) attains the value ΛB, then g(ζ) and ^(ζ) are odd
functions.

We write

We may assume that 3U{cz

J

Γc1c1—cz—c1

2}=Λz. If IcJ—1, obviously g(Q is odd.
If I c! I <C 1, then from the above four lemmas it follows that there is an odd
function

belonging to Σ ' (£) such that c?=cλ and -SUcf^-Slec^. Since

we have

Hence by Lemma 1 we have that g(ζ)=g*(ζ). Similarly we can conclude that
g(ζ) is odd.

3. Now it is sufficient to prove the following

LEMMA. / /

and

ζ ζ
7 1 = 1

are odd functions belonging to Σ '(£), then
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Equality is possible.

If

is an odd function belonging to Σ'(£), then the function

belongs to S(E). Then following Lowner [4] we may confine ourselves to odd
functions belonging to Σ'(£) whose coefficients are represented as

where ίo^O and k(t) is a continuous function in O^t^to, satisfying \k(t)\=l.
Thus to prove Lemma we start from the representation

where k(t) and k{t) are continuous functions satisfying \k(t)\=l, \k{f)\—l.
Writing k(t)=u(t)+iυ(t), %(t)=u(t)+iv(t), we have

-v(t)2}dt

(4)

Since |^(ί)l=l and 1^(01=1, we have

f ίθβ-2t {w(02~^(02} Λ =• f tOe~2t {l-2v{t)2} dt
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and

Further obviously

Thus from (4) we obtain

(5) |

lff°e-2tv(t)2dt = Q, then v(ί) = 0 and so (5) implies that SUbz<-^-. Otherwise

let x be the non-negative real root of the equation

Then, by the theorem of Valiron-Landau [3], we have

Hence from (5) we have

We define

φ(x) = A.

Since Φ'(x)=— x(ex+x—3)e~2x, the maximum of Φ(x) occurs for the root τ of
the equation ex+x—3=0, and

Hence we have the desired inequality.
Finally we take
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0,

where τ is the root of ex+x—3=0. Then the third coefficient of g°g~λ is equal
to Φ(τ)=(l+e~T)2. Thus equality is possible.
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